The Evil Number 666
Today I want to talk about two very important numbers for these End Times: 555 and
666. In the book of Revelation, Saint John tells his readers twice that you need
"wisdom and understanding". Both times he is talking about numbers.
In Chapter 13 verse 18 he writes, "Here is wisdom. Let him that has understanding
count the number of the beast for it is the number of a man, and his number is 666."
Why is 666 an evil number, and is there a spiritually powerful number which mankind
can use to overcome the evil power of 666? Or will 666 ultimately defeat mankind?
Notice in this passage Saint John uses the word "number" three times; and he says
that understanding involves "counting the number of the beast." In other words,
"wisdom and understanding" comes from the knowledge of mathematics.
Even in a Hollywood movie, "The Number 23", the script writers understood that 666
is derived from the fraction 2/3rds or .666. But if 666 is derived from the fraction
2/3rds, what does the number 2 signify and what does the number 3 signify?
3, of course, is the number for the Divine Trinity: Father, Son and the Holy Spirit. By
contrast, 2 is the number for mankind, that is a man and a woman. And when you
put 2 over 3, or 2 before 3, the resulting fraction is 2/3rds which equals the decimal
.666 and when you remove the decimal you get the most evil number of all time 666.
Why? Because it expresses man exalting himself over Almighty God. Now, you know
the meaning of 666.
But what happens if you put God in his rightful place over mankind? Here is where
you need more "wisdom and understanding". God over man yields the fraction
3/halfs or 3 over 2 and the resulting decimal is 1.5 and when you remove the decimal
point, as we did with .666, you get the number 15 which can be expressed as 555.
Thus, the powerful number which will defeat the evil number 666 is 555.
You Catholics probably already know what 555 signifies. It is the number of Mary's
rosary: the 5 Joyful, the 5 Sorrowful, and the 5 Glorious Mysteries, and occasionally,
you can substitute the new Luminous Mysteries.
The lesson to be learned is, if you have "wisdom and understanding" and if you want
to take part in Mary's ultimate defeat of the Antichrist, when the Woman's seed will
crush Satan's seed, as prophesied by Almighty God way back in the book of
Genesis, then you must pray your Rosary everyday and all fifteen decades if at all
possible.
Now, I am going to reveal on this program a very important discovery from the Bible
which absolutely confirms that the rosary number 555 will defeat the evil 666 number
of the Antichrist. Let's take a look at the Olivet Discourse in Saint Matthew's Gospel,
chapter 24, verse 9 where our Lord begins talking about the Great Tribulation. "Then
shall they deliver you up to be persecuted and shall put you to death and you shall
be hated by all for my name's sake."
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In verses 9-14, that is 6 verses, Jesus continues talking about this persecution. In
the next 6 verses, 15-20, Jesus talks about the "abomination of desolation" and in
the following 6 verses, 21-26, Jesus talks about the Great Tribulation. Thus these 18
verses, numbers 9-26, are divided up into a 666 pattern.
In the next 15 verses Jesus talks about his victory over the Antichrist and he talks
about the rapture. These 15 verses, now you may not believe this, but listen
carefully, they are divided up into a 555 pattern. In the 5 verses, 27-31, Jesus
describes his third coming at Armageddon: "For as lightning comes out of the east
and flashes even to the west so also shall the coming of the son of man be."
In the next 5 verses, 32-36, Jesus tells the parable of the fig tree. And in the next 5
verses, 37-41, Jesus talks about his second coming at the rapture. If you want to
take the time, this 555 pattern is very obvious for you to identify for yourself. Check it
out in Scripture. The hidden significance is also very obvious. Jesus' number one
weapon in defeating the Antichrist will be the Rosary. 555 will defeat 666.
Now, let's look at a couple of Old Testament prefigurations about the Rosary. When
David kills Goliath, which any Bible scholar will tell you prefigures Jesus' defeat of
the Antichrist, what are his weapons? He uses a shepherd's sling and 5 smooth
pebbles, but David only needed one pebble. He chose 5 smooth pebbles in order to
prefigure the Rosary as Jesus' number one weapon against the Antichrist, and that is
why (pointing to sculpture) I put 5 circles on Mary's forehead.
Let's go back to Genesis. I quoted earlier God's prophecy that the woman's seed
would crush the head of Satan. "I will but enmity between you and the woman,
between your seed and her seed. She shall crush your head while you will strike at
her heel." Please note that God's promise about Mary's role in defeating the
Antichrist comes in chapter 3, verse 15. Even the most skeptical out there must
realize by now, that none of these numbers is accidental.
If you would like to learn how to pray the Rosary and join in the battle against the
Antichrist, just check it out for yourself on YouTube.
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